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Editor’s Note 
Welcome to the fourth issue of The Gentian, the official journal of Durham University Poetry Society! 

We were so pleased at the submissions we received, and I’m delighted to share with you these 

wonderful poems and photographs inspired by family ties and how they bind us, for better or worse. 

We have poems about moments of closeness within family and the power of familial love, as well as 

poems about rifts within families and times when being part of a family can be a painful experience. 

Thank you so much to everyone who submitted, as well as to the rest of the DU Poetry Society exec: 

Fahad Al-Amoudi, Kym Deyn, Prerana Kumar and Karishma Sangtani. 

Enjoy the issue, 

Beth Davies 

Editor 

Submissions Call for Issue 4 
The theme for our next issue is ‘Lost and Found’. For the chance to be featured, send your poems 

and photography inspired by this theme to poetry.society@durham.ac.uk by midnight on Sunday 

23rd June. Please send poems attached to your email as separate word documents. Photos should be 

in high quality JPEG or PNG format. More information about The Gentian can be found on our 

Facebook page or our website: https://thegentian.wordpress.com/ 

If you’re struggling to know how you might respond to this theme through poetry, you might want 

to think about objects that you have lost, either things that held great significance or things that 

were easily replaceable. What did that loss mean to you? Where might your lost possessions be 

now? What would you do if you found them again? Alternatively, you might consider writing about 

finding an object that someone else has lost or about hiding something for someone else to find. 

Perhaps you might be inspired by sayings like ‘you’d lose your own head if it weren’t screwed on’ or 

‘finders keeper, losers weepers’, or by maps, compasses and other methods for finding one’s way. 

Of course, the theme can also be interpreted on a more abstract level. Send us your poems and 

photographs inspired by ideas to do with losing innocence, losing certainty, losing reputation, losing 

a loved one or a relationship, finding a person or place, finding a purpose, finding answers... Think 

about times when you might have felt lost or when you felt you found yourself. 

And don’t forget that we’re looking for photos as well as poems! Pictures for this theme might be of 

objects that have been lost or found, hidden things, places where you have been lost, places where 

you have found something, people who have gotten lost, people who have found each other... If you 

wish your photo to be accompanied by an explanation of how it links to the theme, you can include 

that in your submission. 

Remember that we always interpret our themes loosely, so please send your work along even so if 

you’re not sure whether it fits! 

  

https://thegentian.wordpress.com/
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Home 
Anonymous 

is where everything is polished 

especially the sharp things 

 

I learn to speak in tongues of silence 

 

summer light runs cold as corpses through 

thick windowpanes 

water overflows and drips from my mother’s cup 

stains the tiles like spilled blood 

 

this is where love curdles and rots 

there is no air in this house 

and nothing living 

 

over dinner I make myself as empty  

as all the rooms and all the spaces between us 

 

my mother to my father – 

“God sent you to torture me.” 
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by R.U.  
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Ammonite 
Anonymous 

 

An ammonite: I gently  

trace the skeleton with my fingertips,  

the time that has elapsed  

between its life and mine  

is elusive, too much to comprehend,  

but somehow elided in this rock-solid swirl  

in the palm of my hand.  

 

My grandmother’s words  

about 65 million years, the earth’s strata,  

compressed and compacted, 

paleontologists digging in the mud,  

create a bridge between  

my tiny imagination and hers.  

 

Somewhere, somehow, at some point,  

I lost interest in fossils and  

the bridge collapsed. 

The dust gathers in my heart and 

by now I’m out of practice, out of tune,  

if I picked it up again, tried to make it ring out,  

the strings would screech and snap.  

 

At some gathering, during some  

festival that we don’t really celebrate,  

we’re all around the dinner table with some  

steaming chunk of animal carcass before us,  

everyone is talking, but I am  

trapped in a jar without air holes,  

curled up inside myself, shrinking,  

shriveling with fear, wondering at that…  

that easy, glowing, rumbling, tumbling  

eloquence they all seem to have.  

But the words elude me.   

 

The eldest, I feel the scorching glare  

of their expectations and my knees knock  

beneath Atlas’ load. They’re hoping  

I’ll have a family like this myself,  

meet some nice boy, have a nice job,  

a nice home, some nice children.  

I have some nice grades, at least, and a nice degree.  

So far so good, but the boy bit is tricky,  
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and the pressure is mounting  

as the layers build up above me.  

 

And I know that the rest of my life  

will be spent trying to  

grasp these moments, hold them,  

soak them up into the fabric of my being,  

but they will slip between  

my fingers, back into the ocean of lost time  

because I have forgotten the age of 

an ammonite.  
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An Ode to my Dearest Darling Baby 
Brother (and the time he put the empty 
milk carton back in the fridge) 
LED 

You  

Long-limbed lethargic lanky lingering languorous  

Cantankerous cranky cancerous cry-baby  

Bad-tempered broken-nosed barbed-teeth bulking sulking  

Silly stinky stupid sack of garbage growing gangly grumpily  

frumpily fucking fool felt-brained feeble festering  

pestering putrefying pizza-faced pampered tampered 

two-tongued tied taught trembling terrible ten-times-worse-than-the-sores-on-my-foot  

total fucking goddamn pain in my fucking side dead weight on my back, 

 

You 

Beautiful Idiot.  

 

You have no idea.  

 

I’d do the bad kind of anything to keep you safe. 

 

 

 

 

We Are Family/ A Picture Is Worth a 
Thousand Words and All of Them Are Lies 
Sharah Ann Athayde 

 

Four beings, 

united by blood,  

but otherwise estranged,  

flaunting a façade,  

but in reality, unchanged,  

tensions always ripe,  

and stirring just below thin crust,  

as bonds are heavily trod on,  

that have long been lost to rust.  
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Easter  
Arwen Webb 

A clear spring morning, a fresh new moon; 

we took an Easter walk deep into woods 

to roll our tenderly painted eggs  

down through winter decay; grandmother, 

her family, her son, his girl, just in-love, 

hands held tight, eyes shining bright with newfound light 

 

of unfamiliar closeness in late-morning light  

on a cold familiar day, rolling just boiled eggs 

through thickets, layers of leaves, these woods 

hold special memories for this proud grandmother 

swinging hands her grandchild, an overwhelming love: 

a tradition with her son, his chosen one whom he loves to the moon 

 

and back set bold against the sky, stars still dissolving, this moon 

has seen it all, new hearts broken, unknowing this future love 

is resolved to bring loss, lessons not learned from grandmother 

who worried and warned but this young woman’s eggs 

are ripe and inside her warm tight belly is already the light 

of life and as her heart follows him through the woods 

 

they come across a fright: a rabbit, pink eyed, dead in the woods 

stretched out, mid-flight, stiff, its fur as white as the eggs 

the children are eating whole, laughing with their grandmother 

who stops, gasps at this vision of death, this light 

footed animal, cold, weighted, she holds the children tight as the moon 

slips away, in grief, knowing life does not continue after this, no love 

 

can bring this bunny back and the young couple’s fated love 

is sealed, stained by a future loss, half eaten eggs 

lie forgotten, left in these treasured woods  

which hold a new memory now, trees close in, light 

trips, air gags and the children cry a lament to the moon. 

There must be another child somewhere, grandmother 

 

knows who is looking for her lost pet, this tearful grandmother  

walks slowly back with her grandchildren through the woods  

over fallen limbs and she collects the dropped eggs, 

behind her the love-struck pair unaware wrapped in love 

not knowing it’s all changed forever witnessed by a wolf moon, 

she prays for mortal love in the dying light.   
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The Grandmother hides two painted eggs in her pocket, red, 

the colour of blood and love. She keeps them safe, away from the woods,  

and later offers them up to a new moon, emblem of life, of light.   

 

 

 
by R.U. 

 

 
by R.U. 
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The History of Home 
Laura Potts 

Twenty years from where we are,  

the sob of stale marriage will spill  

from the chin of a hill.  

 

I know this. Notice our diction of armchairs 

and doorframes. We weep and parch fruit.  

In dead afternoons, my cracked porous face thick  

with twenty long years of you.   

 

Oh  

but lover  

this light on your lip was remembered,  

the bells of your words,  

the svelte bulbous pearl 

of the globe in your throat. 

 

I'll write a letter - a bullet - a note.  

 

And think of you on some nights,  

the pocket of your neck,  

the fist of the wind which we knew  

made erotic  

the shuddering stars,  

the dark world a lamplight  

a torchlight  

ours.  

 

This house howls with the hiss, with the swell of itself.  

I think of your mouth on my skin, your kiss.  
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Uncle Joe 
Steve May 

 

Uncle Joe acted out his war, 

in all its gory detail, 

every single time you saw him. 

All he needed was a floor 

and he was in his element. 

 

He'd sit down and start his cup of tea, 

then he'd be straight up off his chair, 

fixing his parachute, saying a quick prayer, 

then falling down with a thud, 

as he dropped into the woods in Normandy, 

landing in the branches of a tree. 

 

After a lengthy scene, where, with great difficulty, 

he freed himself from the greenery, he was down, 

marching into battle on the living-room floor, 

like an over-the-top music hall performer, 

pulling faces, as he mouthed huge bangs, booms 

and explosions, so real you could have been there. 

 

The same old drama, dozens of times over; 

it took on the aura of a Boy’s Own story, 

larger than life, full of blood and gore, 

good and bad, ducks and dives, thrills and falls. 

No need to see and hear the pain and fear. 
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by Darya Djavahery-Farsi (@petit.ghost) 

 

 

 

 
by Thomas Drezet  
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Alpha Parental 
Anonymous 

 

Quiet air, quiet hands, quiet face. 

Breath caught in a whisper of space. 

Swollen in your chest, your eyes, your head. 

Remembering the things you’d said. 

Carnations spoil as coldness seeps 

Into carpets soaked and drenched bedsheets. 

Peach fuzz on dappled skin, 

Your softness turning sour within. 

With aching deep inside your limbs, 

A testament to broken hymns: 

That Golden light insults new life, 

In betrayal of a beautiful wife. 

Yet smiling wide with sharpened teeth; 

And cracked lips, their loving sheath. 

You still won’t lie, I know you’re weak. 

Your eyes are bruised, and I can’t speak 

Against hands that lift you, coarse and rough; 

The hand that feeds you has done enough. 

On weakened legs you step and stumble 

And through chapped lips, hysterically mumble, 

With eyes painted in soft-white pearl, 

You beg the help of your little girl. 
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When It Grows Back Again 
Charmayne Pountney Board 

 

I remember 

Brushing your hair, 

The two of us a compound mermaid, 

Sat stranded on a rocking chair 

In the midst of a brown-fronded 

Cut-pile affair. 

I would perch on the arm, grasping 

The brush, and stare 

At the few silver strands I could capture. 

Wound around my wrist, 

Still shining there –  

The plaited cord thickens and leads 

Me to the spot where 

You buried your jewels. 

And one day, when the rock is bare, 

I can wade out with your hairbrush, 

And we can sit sunning our silver scales 

Once more. 
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Sunny Spare Door, by Talya Stitcher (@stitchersnapshots)  
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Old Friends 
Tom Moody 

 

They trip out now on pensioners pass. 

One’s head is dusted with frost. 

The other’s pate shines; patterned  

with pigment like burr-elm grain. 

 

They mull over, who’s dead, lost touch.  

remember a time they could trust,  

held in the gentle rust of years, 

examined for flaws, polished, dusted. 

 

With little interest in sex  

no longer obsessed by leg or breast.  

Each vies for the greater ache or pain, 

rate Deep Heat far above Algipan. 

 

They part promising another meet 

each certain the future is finite.  

Perhaps a care-home, stroke or cancer? 

One day a call will get no answer.  
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To Lily 
Dean Robinson 

 

I thought I knew who I was before I knew you 

Life nestled neatly in boxes of clear order 

Logic ruled and emotions were rare or dulled 

Everything moved when I saw your picture 

Black and white sepia magic on a flimsy square 

Something changed 

 

Things broke and became better for being broken 

I saw your life in flashes through time and smiles 

I panicked at the sadness life might bring 

I cried at the thought of you marrying 

All of your potentials and the possibilities 

Something changed 

 

You danced to my silly songs and kicked from within 

You were held by us both before you arrived 

Many times, over many wonderful nights 

I saw you, and it was you 

Beautiful, clever, strong and wilful 

Something changed 

 

I growled at future suitors and chased them from sight 

‘My daughter’, the proud and terrifying responsibility  

Of protecting you, nurturing you, teaching you 

Listening to your imagination in awe and wonder 

Not knowing how to preserve your innocence  

Everything changed  
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Dance with Me, by Talya Stitcher (@stitchersnapshots) 

  

 
Homegrown, by Talya Stitcher (@stitchersnapshots) 
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Contact Lens 
Kirsten Luckins 

 

My mother is blinking like an owl treading water. 

She has spatchcocked her palms, is strip-searching 

the carpet, patting the sofa down, looking for her sight. 

 

The world, transparent and the size of her pinkie-tip, 

has fallen out of her eye and now, out of malice, 

it will not be found. Or worse, it has sailed away, 

 

intrepid coracle, to the dark side of her eyeball. 

She tents her lid by its guy-rope lashes. I see inside her 

it’s as red as a desert noon. A morbid rolling 

 

hoves the fugitive into view. Retrieved, she lathers it 

with spitwash, pinions again her Clockwork Orange eye,  

deftly launches the tissue-thin glass bowl. It floats, 

 

meniscus on meniscus, world upon world. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

This poem was previously published in ‘Algebra of Owls’ 
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My Family Tree 
Amie Bawa 

 

You stand tall with your branches wide 

Supporting life 

Mother Nature, like all mothers,  

How admirable you are. 

 

Your thousands of leaves  

Are the thousand memories I treasure with my family, 

Always growing new ones 

And dropping bad ones. 

 

Your rich green summer hues 

Remind me of the laughter we share 

Over the silly dinner table jokes 

And clumsy skiing stories. 

 

Your earthy smell 

Reminds me of our travels over the globe 

From the cosy camping trips 

To the blissful beachy walks. 

 

Your strong trunk rooted into the ground 

Reminds me of the strength of our bond 

Unwavering and trusting 

Regardless of the weather. 

 

We sit and marvel at you 

Watching you slowly flourish, 

And as you grow 

Your neighbouring trees grow too  

Creating a beautiful harmony. 

 

 

 


